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Shane Koyczan is a Canadian spoken word poet, author, and performer
who has gained international recognition for his raw, honest, and thought-
provoking work. With his stage persona, Stickboy, Koyczan explores
themes of identity, mental health, and social justice, using his powerful
words to give voice to the marginalized and challenge societal norms.

The Birth of Stickboy

Koyczan adopted the stage name Stickboy as a representation of his own
personal struggles and resilience. As a child, he was diagnosed with a
learning disability that made it difficult for him to read and write. He found
solace in writing poetry, which became a way for him to express his
thoughts and feelings when traditional language failed him.

The name Stickboy reflects Koyczan's experience of being different and
misunderstood. As a thin and awkward child, he felt like a "stick figure"
among his peers. He embraced this identity, turning it into a symbol of his
strength and determination to overcome adversity.

Exploring Themes of Identity
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Koyczan's work delves deeply into themes of identity, both personal and
social. He explores his own experiences as a gay man, a person with a
disability, and a survivor of childhood trauma. Through his poetry, he
challenges narrow definitions of masculinity, ableism, and homophobia.

In his poem "Instructions for a Bad Day," Koyczan writes:

> "On a bad day, remember the boy > with the crooked face and the twisted
arm > who smiled at you in the hallway > despite the fact that you
pretended > you didn't see him."

Koyczan's poetry invites us to question our own assumptions and biases,
and to recognize the humanity in everyone, regardless of their differences.

Mental Health and Resilience

Koyczan's work also explores the complex and often-taboo topic of mental
health. He speaks openly about his own struggles with depression and
anxiety, using his platform to raise awareness and reduce stigma.

In his poem "To This Day," Koyczan addresses the devastating effects of
bullying, depression, and suicide. The poem became a viral sensation,
reaching millions of people and inspiring countless conversations about
mental health.

> "And even if you are not ready to let her in > even if you are not ready to
love her > you must promise me > you will let her know she is worthy > that
she is wanted > that she deserves to be loved."

Koyczan's words offer hope and inspiration to those who struggle with
mental illness, reminding them that they are not alone and that recovery is



possible.

Social Justice and Activism

Beyond his personal experiences, Koyczan also uses his poetry to address
broader social justice issues such as racism, poverty, and inequality. He is
a vocal advocate for the rights of marginalized communities, and his work
often serves as a call to action for change.

In his poem "The Fishing Line," Koyczan speaks out against the violence
and oppression faced by Indigenous peoples in Canada. He writes:

> "The fishing line is taut > and the tension is starting to show > it's time to
reel in the line > before we lose them all."

Koyczan's poetry challenges us to examine our own complicity in injustice
and to work towards creating a more equitable and just society.

Performance and Impact

Koyczan's spoken word performances are known for their raw emotional
intensity and captivating storytelling. He uses a combination of poetry,
music, and movement to create a transformative experience for his
audience.

Koyczan's work has had a profound impact on individuals and communities
around the world. His poems have been translated into over 40 languages,
and he has performed at prestigious venues such as Carnegie Hall and the
Sydney Opera House.

Awards and Recognition



Koyczan's contributions to spoken word poetry and social justice advocacy
have been widely recognized. He has received numerous awards, including
the Canadian Spoken Word Artist of the Year (2005),the Griffin Poetry Prize
(2018),and the Order of Canada (2021).

Legacy

Stickboy Shane Koyczan is a trailblazing artist who has used his powerful
voice to challenge societal norms and give voice to the marginalized.
Through his poetry, he explores the complexities of identity, mental health,
and social justice, inspiring countless individuals to embrace their own
resilience and work towards creating a more equitable world.

Shane Koyczan's legacy as Stickboy will continue to inspire and challenge
for generations to come. His words remind us of the power of storytelling,
the importance of empathy, and the urgent need for social change.
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